Vilmos Voigt

King Matthias in Hungarian and European
Folklore
„Kralj Matjaž, King Mathias
of the Slovenes, successor to Kresnik,
and legendary conqueror of the Turks.
Like Kresnik, Matjaž too was married
to his sister, Alenčica, whom, in legend,
he rescued from the Turks, or in
Slovenian traditional ballad, from the
underworld. Matjaž is also a king in the
mountain, sleeping till the day of
Slovenia’s utter need, when he will
emerge and save everything… It is said
that during World War II the peasants
thought King Matjaž would ride again
and save Slovenia.”
Funk & Wagnalls Standard
Dictionary of Folklore Mythology and
Legend. Editor: Maria Leach. New
York, 1950. vol. I. p. 589-590. –
This is the only entry in the famous
Folklore Dictionary, where King
Matthias appears.

In Hungary and the bordering countries it is a well-known fact that the deeds of
King Mátyás (Matthias) Corvin (original family name: Hunyadi) are of interest to
this day not only to historians and cultural historians, but also to folklorists. This is
due quite simply to the fact that tales, legends, myths, proverbs, etc. in which the
king figured have been recorded not only in Hungarian folklore, but also in the
Slovenian, Slovak, and Ruthenian folklore of the past several centuries (practically
speaking up to the present day). A succession of prominent Hungarian and non-
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Hungarian researchers of folklore have examined these themes. While the folklore
phenomena of the Carpathian Basin or the northern and western areas of the
Balkans are interrelated in thousands of other respects, the figure of the Hungarian
king, who perished more than a half a millennium ago, is possibly the most
recognized common subject in this region, which itself can only be truly assessed
within the framework of international research.1
The fact that for a long time innumerable stories have surrounded the
Roumanian origins of the father of King Matthias, János Hunyadi (? 1407/1409 –
1456, the famous military leader who defeated the Turks) and the possible lineage of
the Hungarian king (1387—1437) Sigismund of Luxembourg (later /1410—1437/
also the Holy Roman Emperor) is part of this international perspective. Numerous
Hungarian heroes (among them the young János Hunyadi, as Jankula, Matthias’
uncle Mihály Szilágyi, and even King Matthias and his captains) regularly figure in
Southern Slav heroic epic poetry. And even these broader relationships cannot be
comprehended entirely if we fail to take into consideration further and more remote
historical and folklore data and interpretations of these data, including material also
from Albanian, Moravian, Czech, Austrian and Italian sources.
The imagology of King Matthias is a highly illuminating topic in European
comparative folklore, a topic to which we can recently add further parallels, even
those of a typological (i.e. not-genetical) nature. Here we can list only some motifs,
e.g. the boy born amidst miraculous premonitions, the Christian ruler battling with
the pagans, the king who protected the people and was the scourge of the lords, the
ruthless yet just ruler, the sovereign who is not only of not--aristocratic lineage but
is of outright peasant origin and who explores the country in disguise, and finally
the figure of the immortal returning hero - these all constitute models that could
have been concocted in the folklore of many peoples.
The arrival and a certain blossoming of humanism and the renaissance in 15 th
century Hungary, the influx of Italians and from other nations, the splendor until
then unheard of in Hungary, the spread of court culture, the carefully tailored
political and military propaganda, the breaking of the ideological monopoly of the
Church, and eventually the final disbanding of the much feared professional
soldiery (the king’s so-called Black Army) into a gang of robbers represented new
phenomena that could easily be transformed into motifs in local or comparative
folklore.
Neither was the private life of King Matthias short of novelistic twists and turns.
The execution of László (his elder brother), the captivity in Prague, the betrothal of
the daughter of the Czech ruler George Podĕbrad, the election of the very young
Matthias as king of Hungary by the common people on the “frozen waters of the
In this review I refer to well known facts, thus I do not have to list here general works on
the mentioned historic events.
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Danube,” the decision of the king to turn soon on his earliest supporters, the
averting of several conspiracies (in which the majority of his favored Hungarian
humanists in fact took active part), his ceaseless and endless military campaigns, his
second marriage to a princess of Naples, his long and multifarious relationship with
the historical Dracula (Vlad Ţepes)2, the capture of Vienna, his ambitions to become
King of Bohemia, prince of Silesia, and indeed prince-elector of the Holy Roman
Empire, and ultimately his unexpected and peculiar death and the fate of the
illegitimate son, János Corvin (1473—1504) chosen as his successor - all seemed
almost to be recorded not simply as history but as fiction. And indeed his
contemporaries themselves must have often conversed and debated or invented
explanations concerning such events. Seeing as how within the span of only a few
decades after his death the greatest peasant war in Hungary took place (1514), the
Hungarian kingdom itself ceased to exist following the defeat at Mohács in 1526, the
southern and central regions of the country were conquered in the coming 150 years
by the Ottoman Empire, and then the century of Reformation and religious
struggles began - the period of Matthias Hunyadi’s rule can seem soon by the
coming generations something of an irretrievable “golden age”, and to some in
Hungary does seem so even to this day.
Folklorists have known for some time that an idealized image of the king
emerged invariably in the folklore of the above mentioned peoples. Ever since these
texts were recorded in the folklore of these nations (essentially since the nineteenth
century) the question has arisen: where lie the origins of this international
agglomeration of multi-genre texts mentioning King Matthias? In the case of
Hungarians (Croatians and Slovaks) one could suppose that by this time (in the 19th
century) the already long and official historical consciousness in Hungary had
become part of the broader consciousness of the people (however, presumably
through intermediaries), though in the case of Slovenian and Ruthenian, Roumanian
(etc.) folklore such an explanation is by no means self-evident.3
As early as 1842--1843 Matija Majar Ziljski published (in German) Slovenian
songs about King Matthias. The first comparative scholar of folklore concerning
king Matthias was the Galician philologist Zenon Kuzelja, a student of Vatroslav
Jagić, the famous Slavist in Vienna. In a monograph (Kuzelja, 1906) he summarized
these traditions of Slavic peoples (and Hungarians). Kuzelja is a representative of
the comparative study of Slavonic languages and literatures of his time, most
notably accepting the views on the migration of themes and motifs held by the
eminent Russian philologist, A. N. Veselovsky. While we may be familiar today
with a far broader array of information and texts, the methods and conclusions of
See the details in another paper, by Jenő Farkas in this volume.
In the following parts of my paper I do not give full references of all the works mentioned,
because in the summarizing works, included into my bibliography -- there are the detailed
and further references.
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Kuzelja (and of his teachers) are nevertheless still deserving of our attention. A
monograph published half a century later by Slovak folklore scholar (Ján
Komorovský, 1957) essentially adopts this approach, at most adding more historical
and cautionary Marxist social commentary. In Slovenian philology several
generations of outstanding scholars examined this subject. Ivan Grafenauer first
surveyed the legends (Grafenauer, 1951a) and later the songs (Grafenauer, 1951b).
He also gave scholarly consideration to the hypothesis that in Slovenian folklore
Matthias could be considered a substitute for an almost mythical figure of earlier
texts. The possibility of an “ancient, mythical” interpretation arose in particular in
the case of Slovenian narrative or epical-lyrical songs, an interpretation that was also
maintained by scholars of novels and novelists to the extent that they substituted
Matthias not for the figure of the Hungarian king, but for outlaw barons and rebels
from among the people. Fortunately distinguished Slovenian scholars such as Milko
Matičetov, Vilko Novak, Vlado Nartnik and others took a fairly cautious stance on
this question. They and their colleagues drew attention to the fact that the themes of
the texts mentioning Matthias also contain well known international motifs (which
can nearly all be analyzed individually and which point into various and divergent
directions). Of these the most notable is the Orpheus-motif known from the
antiquity, and later the so-called Kyffhäuser motif of the hero waiting in a cave and
returning with his army. (See Lukács, 2001.) Igor Kercsa (Kercsa, 2001) links the
duration of the Ruthenian Matthias tradition to the present day with the historical
consciousness of the local population of the most north-east part of the historical
Hungary, which has existed for as long as folk texts have been collected in this
Subkarpathian region.
As far as Hungarian researchers of folklore are concerned, although from the
end of the eighteenth century to the conclusion of the nineteenth the theoreticians of
this field (Mátyás Rát, Miklós Révai, István Kultsár, Ferenc Kölcsey, János Erdélyi,
or even János Kriza, Arnold Ipolyi, Pál Gyulai, etc.) considered contemporary
Hungarian folklore as the depository of the historical past, it was precisely the
figure of King Matthias that they did not place in the foreground. While they
published narratives containing the figure of Matthias, they neglected to emphasize
their “historical” importance. The Hungarian national poet Sándor Petőfi reveals
why he advises that no (modern) heroic epic should be written about Matthias: “Just
don’t take a king as your hero, not even Matthias. He too was a king, and one is a
dog and the other is another dog” (as bad as the other). (See his letter to the famous
Hungarian fellow poet, János Arany, February 23, 1847). After some hesitant
initiative of Lajos Abafi, in fact Elek Benedek was the first (in 1902, in other words
fairly late) to place Matthias in the spotlight in Hungarian publications for the
general public on folk poetry. The “anecdotes” related to the king were published
by Béla Tóth in a six-volume series of common anecdotes in Hungary in a scattered
way (Magyar anekdotakincs from 1898 onwards). It constitutes a work of unique
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importance for Hungarian national and historical identity, but it is not a collection of
proper folklore texts. It is also from here that Hungarian belletrists borrowed their
stories of Matthias once inspired by folklore. But the writers and the folklorists in
Hungary at first they were unaware, however, that the role of Matthias in oral
tradition was not unique to Hungarian culture.
Needles to say, this is not applicable any more to the scholarly study folklore in
Hungary. Ágoston Pável was the first (Pável, 1909) who connected the Slovenian
“Orpheus theme” with Hungarian texts. As a matter of fact, up until the end of his
life he endeavored to provide a monographic survey of the Slovenian and
Hungarian King Matthias lore, which he was not however able to complete, the
lectures he gave at the beginning of the 1940’s at the University in Szeged
notwithstanding. István Szémán (Szémán, 1912) reviewed Kuzelja’s book, Rezső
Szegedy (Szegedy, 1916) examined the role of the Hunyadi family in Southern Slav
epic poetry, and in various writings József Ernyey (Ernyey, 1921) called for the
importance of the Czech Matthias tradition. On numerous occasions various
scholars in Hungary expounded on the wealth of Southern Slav folklore. It is
therefore all the more surprising that in the most prestigious ethnographic reference
work (A Magyarság Néprajza) published during the interwar years professor Sándor
Solymossy (Solymossy, 1935: 218-227, 253-254), then the leading Hungarian
folklorist, basically fails to recognize the majority of outstanding international
connections of Hungarian folklore concerning King Matthias. As early as the 1940’s,
however, his student Gyula Ortutay accentuated precisely this international context
in articles and university lectures, urging the completion of a comparative
monograph (Ortutay, 1942). His efforts, unfortunately, were effortless and he
himself failed to write the so much heralded summarizing essay. János Horváth, the
most notable positivist literary historian of the interwar years (who incidentally took
an interest in Hungarian folklore, at least that of the nineteenth century), does not
discuss the stories pertaining to King Matthias in his writings. Another literary
historian, Béla Zolnai (Zolnai, 1921), also concerned himself exclusively with the
literary history of the official Matthias tradition.
Fortunately the situation today is quite different. Imre Ferenczi, Zoltán Ujváry,
and in recent decades Ildikó Kríza (Kríza, 2007), Zoltán Magyar and others have
discussed the Matthias tradition on innumerable occasions as it has figured in
historiography and folklore, to mention only the most outstanding, well-known
scholars. István Lukács (Lukács, 2001) provided an overview of Slovenian material
and András Dávid (Dávid, 1978) and recently Károly Jung (Jung, 2008) examined
Southern Slav folklore connections. Among literary historians Tibor Kardos
attempted in a manner sometimes hardly credible but always ingenious to assemble
the information from the Matthias era into a unified whole. István Fried reviewed
the results of the comparative Hungarian philology. One may hope with good
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reason that the current anniversary year 2008 of the rule of the king Matthias will
bring further scholarly achievements.
After this introductory survey two questions remain to be dealt with: what are
the historical layers of this inter-ethnic Matthias folklore; and how might one
characterize this from a social-historical perspective? The difficulty of the task and
the limits of the scope provided here notwithstanding I nevertheless attempt to
reach some kind of answer.

“Matthias folklore” before King Matthias?
Given that the international parallels of several texts have old records (examples
include e.g. the heroic first strata of Solomon and Markolf texts), the possibility arises
that the name of the king was inserted in these later. This is conceivable but hard to
prove. And there are no such examples dating back this far in Hungarian, despite
the parallels in motifs.
About the Orpheus and Kyffhäuser motifs’ stratification I have already repeated
above the common opinion in comparative folklore.4

New, emerging genre(s) in the age of King Matthias
It was Tibor Kardos (Kardos, 1955) who thought of the trufa (jest, fabliaux,
Schwank) genre in Hungarian as of Italian origin and a genre to which there are
references dating from the time of King Sigismund of Luxembourg. This is
somehow conceivable, although no one has come across such texts from Hungary,
but the only information available concerning the trufa even from the era of King
Matthias is of a philological plausibility. At this historical point the references to
practical joke appears in Hungary. (Examples include the story of the “traveling
showman throwing peas through a keyhole” who is rewarded by King Matthias
with a basket of peas so that he can practice, or the story “there was once a dogmarket in Buda,” which might be rendered in an English tale as, “once it came to
pass, but only once.”) With respect to the first occurrences of these and their later
transformation as part of tradition little more than conjecture has been made. On the
other hand the propaganda value of such stories is clear: the (hidden) message is
that the King has a most modern technique in his castle, including doors with keyFor the broader context of Orpheus motif (unsuccessful return by the power of music from
the other world) see the entry Orpheus in the international encyclopaedia of folk narratives
(Ranke 2000) vol. 10, issue 1, p. 373-376. For the broader context of Kyffhäuser motif
(immortal hero and his troops are sleeping in a cave, and will return in the case of a great
danger) see the paragraph 7. of the entry Entrückung in the same encyclopaedia (Ranke 1984)
vol 4. issue 1, p. 53-54. See also the motto of my paper.
4
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holes (a novelty in Europe then), or, he has constantly developing markets with
surprising new wares to sell and buy.

The kinds and genres of royal propaganda
It is commonly known that the Italian renaissance marked the beginning of a
new era in the thousand yeas old ruler’s propaganda in Europe. Hungary and
especially King Matthias followed the new trend: bringing specialists to his
kingdom educated specifically for this task. One of them, Antonio Bonfini, not only
created a family genealogy (De Corvinianae domus origine libellus) but also wrote the
ambitious complete “Hungarian history” (Rerum ungaricarum decades), a work that
took into consideration the writings of Hungarian historians. Janus Pannonius
(1434—1472), an extremely talented poet from the Hungarian Croatia schooled to be
a minion of the king, was charged with, among other tasks, the provision of a heroic
epistle collection from the battlefield, or a similarly magnifying poetic description of
the king’s battles (Annales), instead of which the haughty and individualistic poet
wrote reflective elegies about the for him too long time he spent with the royal army
fighting the Turks (speaking but most exclusively about his own health, dreams and
astrologic speculations). The Latin verses written by Janus Pannonius remained
familiar to European humanist poets, but no folklore concerning King Matthias
originated with him. Bonfini on the other hand remained an inexhaustible source for
Hungarian historians for centuries.
One of the most interesting of these Corvinian propagandistic works is the small
collection of reports entitled De egregie, sapienter, iocose dictis ac factis regis Matthiae
/ad ducem Johannem, eius filium liber/ (“the excellent, clever and witty sayings and
deeds by King Matthias” /dedicated to his son/) by Galeotto Marzio (cca. 1427—
1497), from which dozens of anecdotes could be borrowed any times. Galeotto
became a friend of Janus Pannonius while studying in Verona. It was on Janus’
invitation that he made a short visit to Hungary in 1461. Galeotto came for a longer
stay in 1465 only to return home in 1472 at the time of the conspiracy against the
Corvin king. Because of his heretical work (De incognitis vulgo – 1477) Galeotto was
imprisoned in Venice during the Inquisition and was only set free through the
intervention of (among others) King Matthias. Following this he came to Hungary
on many occasions to meet with Matthias, though he wrote the above mentioned
collection of anecdotes not in Hungary but in Italy in 1485, dedicating it to the
King’s son, János Corvin. It is not likely that Galeotto ever returned to Hungary after
this year. We know little of the last years of his life (by 1497 he had died). The
typical “itinerant humanist” with a life full of twists and turns was therefore first the
hireling of King Matthias, later became a member of the opposition against him,
only then to find himself in his debt in the end. In the small collection of stories (De
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… dictis ac factis…) depicting life in the Hungarian court (what one might refer to as
brief sketches in contemporary journalism) he proved to be a clever PR-specialist
and staunch adherent of the modern and cultured king. The Italian author ascribes
to the Hungarian King some proverbs (with more or less credibility), which might
be a good topic of further researches. (E.g. in a later written vernacular document
the well known quotation from Cicero (Pro Mil. IV. 10): Silent leges inter arma was
referred as one of the favorite sayings of Matthias in an innovative form: “Inter arma
silent Musae”, which is, fact, not registered in international paremiology, but is well
known also in modern Hungarian.) We don’t know how well Galeotto’s Latin work
was known in Hungary at the time of his contemporaries and afterwards. And
although a few people looked for signs of what we might call “heretical” ideologies
in this work, none were found.
Ultimately apart from generalities we have little idea of how the Hungarian king
made practical use of the propagandistic works that he himself commissioned.

On the trail of the “political officers” of the Black Army
In Hungarian language literature we can read, in addition to the texts adapted
by official historians, “popular” stories about the era of King Matthias first in the
chronicle by István Bencédi Székely entitled Cronica ez világnak jeles dolgairól
(Chronicle about Notable Affairs of this World, 1559) and in the work of Gáspár
Heltai entitled Krónika az magyaroknak dolgairól (Chronicle about the Affairs of the
Hungarians), which was published posthumously by his widow in 1575. He makes
mention of the popular stories as texts that he heard from the “former soldiers of the
Black Army”.
Székely, born in Bencéd (Benţid in Rumanian) in the region of Udvarhelyszék
(Transylvania) sometime after 1500, studied first as a Franciscan monk and then as
student at the university in Cracow. From 1538 on he was an evangelical (Lutheran)
pastor (and later in the church he belonged to a so-called sacramentarian
movement). We know of printed works of his dating from this time that were
written with the intention of addressing all strata of the population in Hungary.
These included calendars, hymnals, catechisms and translations of psalms. He even
embarked on a Hungarian translation of the Bible. The Transylvanian Saxon Kaspar
Helth (Gáspár Heltai) was a decade younger than Székely. Born around 1510 in
Heltau, today Cisnădie (Nagydisznód in Hungarian), he began as a Catholic priest.
He learned Hungarian only around 1536 and became a Lutheran (later he too
became a sacramentarian and indeed at the end of his life was outright
antitrinitarian). He joined hands with another Saxonian in Transylvania, the printer
Georg Hoffgreff of Kolozsvár (Klausenburg, today Cluj-Napoca) in 1550. Heltai’s
remarkably diverse printing activities led to the wide range publication of popular
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and educational materials in Hungarian. It not easy to decide whether in the 1530’s
István the “Székely” and the Saxon from Heltau in fact met with the discharged
soldiers of the Black Army who allegedly recounted the Matthias stories. It was with
the help of this army that the seventeen years old János Corvin attempted
(unsuccessfully) to seize power at the time of the death of King Matthias in 1490. In
1492 Pál Kinizsi, once the chief commander of the king’s army, a very cruel soldier
routed the Black Army. Kinizsi died only a few years later (1494) and János Corvin,
who in the meantime had taken the side of the Jagellonian King Wladislaw II of
Hungary, and as the viceroy (banus) of Croatia and Slavonia oversaw the defense of
the country’s south western territories against the Turks, died in 1504 just above his
thirtieth birthday. This constituted the point in time up to which the former soldiers
of King Matthias’ army, or at least small contingents of them, might have stayed
together, sharing some “common folklore”. By 1530 the former soldiers of the Black
Army would have been around 70 years old. It is conceivable that people listened
with greater interest to their recountings in Transylvania, which in contrast with the
rest of the country the Ottoman armies had largely avoided. We know little more,
however, of exactly how and where István Székely or Heltai might have come into
contact with this oral tradition. Nevertheless, both of their works are distinguished
by knowledge of contemporary public opinion, the knowledge of the simple folk.
We have no reason to doubt that the soldiers of the Black Army were “ideologically”
instructed by “political officers.” No doubt one of the main themes was that the
professional and mercenary army, not only well trained and successful but also
forceful and ruthless, was waging war in the name of “righteous and noble” goals in
lands that lay usually far from Buda. As for the “mother tongue” of most of the
soldiers we can admit Hungarian, Czech, German, and further languages, because
the soldiers were recruited from several regions. It made the international spread of
narratives easier. Like so many iron fisted kings of feudal times Mathias himself
regularly came into conflict with the nobility, and although the life of the simple
people was certainly not easy under the rule of the bellicose king, who continuously
had to collect more and more taxes in order to finance military ventures, yet under
subsequent rulers the burdens simply grew while the benefits dwindled. It is
conceivable that from the beginning of the sixteenth century the popularity of the
“our once great king” grew. Mathias obiit, iustitia periit ‘King Mathias died, the
justice ceased to exist’ – popular opinion might have said.

The splendid image of the Corvinus kingdom in contemporary Europe
The tidings of a dynamic reformer and a rich, splendor loving king quickly
spread, mainly in Austrian, Czech, Italian, and Rumanian territories, but also in
more distant lands, among Germans and Poles, in the Balkans and even in the
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Ottoman Empire. His envoys traveled widely in Europe and foreign delegates, who
were masterfully dazzled in his court, came to Hungary from all directions, from
Istambul and Rome, from the Holy German Empire and even from Muscovy. The
king was indeed a man of erudition, a sovereign ruler who had a firm opinion in
many questions. Those delivering to Hungary weapons, luxury items, and
splendidly decorated books no doubt spoke in their home countries of the ruler who
assured such an immensely rich market. Yet this could not have been the thematic
basis of a “European folklore” about Matthias Hunyadi. If we take into
consideration that in 1477 the queen Beatrix of Aragon’s (from Naples) sister,
Eleonora, duchess of Ferrara, sent 56 varieties of carnival masks to Hungary and
that on other occasions lions (who – according to the narratives -- later died just on
the day of Matthias’ death!) were sent to the king’s court this nevertheless does little
more than give the impression that this was a wealthy and somehow barbarian
country (like today’s Kuwait or Abu Dhabi) where there was money to be spent on
all sorts of luxury. And the idea that Matthias was the “hero” of Machiavelli’s work
Il principe (‘The Prince’ - 1513) or that he was one of the main protagonists of the
work of the German Emperor (1493-1519), Maximilian I. entitled Weiskunig (The
Wise King), an allegory and illustration of court pomp and splendor, is a mere
suggestion put forward only by later scholars. It is nevertheless certain that
inscriptions and depictions in many places immortalized the Hungarian king, and
not only in Vienna, the place of his death, but even on the wall of a watch-tower in
the Silesian town of Bautzen. When the Turks sacked the royal library in the Buda
castle containing the magnificently illuminated Corvina codices it is possible that
the soldier carrying the voluminous volumes had no previous knowledge of the
great Hungarian king, but he must have observed the existing traces of unusual
splendor, and the bulk of the treasures sooner or later reached the Sultan’s treasure
house in Istanbul. (On the carnevalesque features of the court life in Corvinian – and
later -- Hungary see my paper: Voigt, 2000.)
There was, therefore, some foundation on which folklore, not solely Hungarian,
concerning King Matthias could develop. When we read in the first tale of the
second night of Le piacevoli notti, the famed collection of tales of Giovan Francesco
Straparola (published in Venice in 1550), that Galeotto /a wide-spread family name
in Italy, with no affiliation to King Matthias’ court humanist/ -- the rich king known
from the so-called “Breton stories” in European tales -- weds “la figliuola di Mattias re
di Ongaria, Ersilia per nome chiamata” (“the daughter of the Hungarian king Matthias
named Ersilia, in comparison with whom there was in her time no one more
beautiful, virtuous or refined in courtly life”) we notice that the notorious wealth of
the Hungarian king goes without saying, as does the name of the daughter he never
actually had.
Writing in the sixth chapter of his well-known book Popular Culture in Early
Modern Europe, Peter Burke (published first in 1978), speaking on the prototype of
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the “ruler”, mentions King Matthias, who fought against the Turks and after whose
reign “justice ceased to exist.” When discussing other stereotypical rulers he
mentions the king traveling in disguise (i.e. the Harun al-Rasid topos) and lists
Matthias among the examples of the Kyffhäuser motif. He is correct in all this and
he draws a broad range of examples. Yet precisely because so many figures
mentioned in his chapter, from King Arthur to Saint Olaf, the founder of the
Norwegian Kingdom, to the “real czar” and the bellicose Swedish King Charles XII.,
seem to embody this “prototype” there is no explanation as to how national or
international folklore about a particular ruler – in this case King Matthias – develops
practically.
Folklore in itself is international; however the development of individual works
and genres must be carefully and separately examined in each case.

The first non-Hungarian folkloric texts concerning Matthias
Czech scholars (such as Čeněk Zíbrt and Otakar Hostinský as early as 1888 and
1892) alluded to the fact that from the mid-sixteenth century there are traces of
songs mentioning King Matthias in Czech hymnals. 5 (See 1564: Pán Bůh z své milosti
nyní lid sobě vybíra… – 1612: Bože nebeský, ty věrou spojuješ – the same appears in 1620
in an evangelical hymnal too.) Komorovský assumed that these texts were also sung
by Slovaks. In a poem by Aleš Knobloch written in 1561 there are two data about
melodies that are of relevance to Matthias folklore. (Zpívá se jako starodávná píseň
vojenská o Králi Matyášovi, Králi Uherském… “On the melody of old soldiers’ songs
about King Matthias, the king of Hungary…”) But we can not decide, whether they
are Czech, Slovak, or Hungarian songs, translated into a Slavic language.
Among Slovenian scholars, Simon Rutar mentioned in 1879 the comment by
Marcantonio Nicoletti (1536–1589), notary of Cividale, that the Slovenes in the
seaside region of Tolmin „sang in their mother tongues not just about Christ and the
saints, but also about the Hungarian King Matthias and other heroes of that people.”
(Usano essi cantare in versi ne’ varii modi della loro lingua le lodi di Christo e de’ Beati,
nonche di Mattia re d’Ungheria e di altri celebri personaggi di quella Nazione). Since then
this record, which can be dated to the second half of the sixteenth century, has been
mentioned by all philologists examining the Slovenian Matthias tradition. But we do
not know to which nation belong the “altri celebri personaggi”6?
There is little doubt that both the Czech and the Slovene record in one way refer
to the Hungarian king, which indeed is how they were interpreted by the late
authors themselves. Yet the content and texts of the songs are unknown, as is the
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Data quoted by Kuzelja, Komorovský and others.
Data quoted by Grafenauer, Lukács and others.
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manner in which they became part of the Slovene and Czech (and Slovak) tradition.
If there are references to heroic deeds and soldiers’ songs the simplest approach
would be to link these songs to the songs of Matthias’ army. This constitutes little
more than a readily available hypothesis, however. Nor do we know if these songs
were translated from Hungarian or if it was only the subject matter, possibly only
the name of King Matthias, that was Hungarian.
As for the first folk narratives from Rumania, referring to King Matthias, a
German agricultural engineer Arthur Schott was working 1836—1841 and again
1844—1852 in Oraviţa (Banat, then in southeastern part in Hungary), collecting
Rumanian folklore. Together with his brother, Albert they have published (in
Stuttgart and Tübingen, 1845) the very first collection of Rumanian folk tales:
Walachische Märchen, which does not contain stories about King Matthias. But
among the texts from his second collection, published originally in the German
journal Hausblätter (vol. 4, 1858, p. 367-371) there is a legend about “Emperor Matei
Corvin”, who learned the language of the animals, and being a magician visits
Tsarigrad (Constantinople). Schott remarks that one could read on the trip “in
books”.7 Thus the oldest known Rumanian folklore text about King Matthias at least
to some extent might stem from written sources. All the later Rumanian folk
legends8 were collected in Transylvania.9
For centuries Hungarian heroes were included as characters in the heroic epic
poetry of the Southern Slav peoples (Serbian, Bosnian, Croatian). As the examples of
such texts that have come down to us are from later times the task of unraveling
their historical layers is not simple 10. We find some songs, which mention kralj
Matijaš already in the Erlangen manuscript11 of South Slav heroic songs. Serbian
philology and folklore uses the material as for establishing the historical
development of South Slav epic poetry. Folk or popular variants occur in 19 th
century collections. We can however claim with some certainty that the later
collected songs also had precedents. They are essentially of a Southern Slav point of
See the modern edition Schott, 1971: 300-305.
See the entries in the modern type index of Rumanian historical legends: Brill, 2006: Nr.
14632—14637, p. 295—298.
9 The correct references to Schott and Brill texts I owe to Professor Nicolae Constantinescu.
(See also his paper in the present volume.) I thank Academician Sabine Ispas to make me
accessible the edition of Brill’s legend catalogue.
10 I do not enter here into the very complicated problem of the historical stratification of
South Slavic epic poetry. For summaries see e.g. Burkhart, 1968: 3.1. – p. 60-63. Petŭr ban und
Kral Mateja; Krstić, 1984: s.v. Matijaš, Matija, p. 524-525. For a folkloristic treatment of several
motifs in “non-historical” Serbo-Croatian “epic songs” see Milošević—Djordjević 1971, about
King Matthias especially p. 220-221.
11 A collection of 220 song texts, the majority from possibly oral sources. The manuscript can
be dated to 1717 and 1730, and some of the texts belong to earlier time of the Serbian-Ottoman wars. Their attitude is clearly against the Turks, and represent Serbian attitudes –
but not Hungarian point of view.
7
8
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view, so while we may be able to explain the heroes or events on the basis of events
and characters of Hungarian history (as e.g. Janko vojvoda, Jankula vojvoda, Sibinjanin
Janko = János Hunyadi, Mihailo Svilojevič = Mihály Szilágyi, varadinski ban Petar
Dojčin = most probably Péter Dóczi, etc.) we should not however assume that they
represent Serbian (etc.) adaptations of completed Hungarian texts. (See the works
e.g. Dávid, 1978, and especially Jung, 2008 – with detailed textual history of some
variants.)12
Conversely we must call attention to the fact that until now scholarship has
devoted little attention to the images of Hungarian rulers in the Balkans and
Rumania during the time of King Matthias. In this case it would be informative to
specify both the similarities and the differences.
As for the literary traditions praising or mentioning King Matthias, a thorough
and detailed study should be made. For exemplifying how complicated those
traditions might occur, I mention here only one case. It is a well known fact that an
Italian humanist in the court of the Hungarian king, Alessandro Tommaso Cortese
wrote (1487—1488, i.e. when his patron king was alive) a Carmen panegyricum in
Latin hexameters honoring him. A later edition of the poem (Hagenau, 1531) was
included by the famous Hungarian scholar Johannes Sambucus (János Zsámboky)
as an appendix into his then new edition (1606) of the Italian court historian of
Matthias, Antonio Bonfini’s summary of the Hungarian history: Rerum
Hungaricarum Decades. Cortese’s epic poem could serve thus as one of the sources of
the “Meditations about King Matthias” (as well as to the baroque heroic poem
Obsidio Sigetiana) by the famous Hungarian poet and statesman, Nicolaus Zrini
(Miklós Zrínyi). When, even considerably later, in Kassa (Kaschau, Košice) a sample
of Bonfini’s and and Istvánffy’s Hungarian history was published (Livii Hungarici …
Antonii Bonfini … Nicolai Istvanfi …) at the end of the book (on pages 132-166) we can
read Cortese’s literary work De Matthiae Corvini invictissimi Ungariae Regis laudibus
bellicis – a poem among the historical sources, and after 250 years of its first
publication.13
To summarize, when examining the Hungarian Matthias folklore it would be
worthwhile to demonstrate the old and the international connections. This would
serve not only to promote the comparative study of folklore but also to further
interpretation of Hungarian historical records.
There are two major problems involved. First -- it is not easy to separate the
“international” versus “historic” context data. Secondly – it is not easy to prove the
historical “continuity” of texts, narratives, motifs etc. In many cases the folklore
12.

The summarizing recent publication of Hungarian narratives on King Mathias from the
Vojvodina (Raffai, 2008), mostly with recently collected and hitherto unpublished texts, does
not show direct Serbian—Hungarian textual interferences.
13 See the clever remarks by Szörényi, 1993: 26-31.
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publications from the 19th century can only be dated back to popularizing historical
works, literary works, schoolbooks, calendars from some earlier time. There are
“optimistic” and “pessimistic” scholars in constructing the “continuation” of the
“King Matthias lore”. I definitely belong to the second group.
It is not difficult to demonstrate that there remain many tasks to be completed,
even if we deal with seemingly “long traditions” of that lore.
One of the most well known elements in the iconography of the Hunyadis is the
raven (corvus in Latin, from which the word Corvinus was forcefully derived),
carrying a (golden) ring in his beak. We do not know for sure, what was the actual
origin of the adopted family name Corvin/us. (Perhaps it was originated from the
name of the town Kovin at the borderline of South Hungary, which in fact was
owned by the Hunyadi family. But there is no direct evidence supporting the
suggestion.) Though several scholars have studied this heraldic motif, we
nonetheless have no precise knowledge of its origins. The old references do not
describe the story relating to it precisely, alluding instead at most to some kind of
ostensibly commonly known explanation. 14
A best candidate for proof of the continuity would be the proverbial lore:
proverbs and sayings mentioning King Matthias. In fact there are such texts, but
moist of them are modern, and cannot be traced back with centuries. They represent
school lore. There are only some possible exceptions. The recent Hungarian
collections of proverbs15 all mention the well-known maxim: meghalt Mátyás király,
oda az igazság ('King Matthias has died, justice is gone’, to which however there is
connected with to Antal Szirmay’s book Hungaria in parabolis (1805). i.e. .a common
source centuries later. The history of the (not only in Hungary not only in
Hungarian used) saying is an interesting, complicated and international topic,
which needs further investigations.16
The other, today a less well-known phrase (Mátyás király és kovács Mátyás
‘Matthias the King and Matthias the Smith’ = “there is a great difference between
seemingly identical names”) appears in the very personal collection of proverbs by
Antal Dugonics published in 1820 entitled Magyar példabeszédek és jeles mondások
(Hungarian parables and notable sayings). Dugonics, who also wrote works of
literature about the age of King Matthias, had a penchant for transforming proverbs
which with he was familiar, contriving explanations for them if nothing else. In
other words even in the case of the sayings concerning King Matthias that figure in
The difficulty of the interpretation of the Corvinus—raven is mentioned in several historical
books.
15 There is no concise historical publication of Hungarian proverbs, thus I can give here only
general remarks. I thank to my colleague Gyula Paczolay for some valuable – although
negative -- references.
16 There is at least one (perhaps there are two) reference(s) from 16th century. About some
complications of their tradition see Jung, 2008: 96-98.
14
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his writings we cannot prove when they came into being. (Incidentally Hungarian
sayings more frequently make mention of Jégtörő Mátyás ‘Icebreaker Matthias’ on
February 24th – and the weather forecasts in connection with this than they do of the
king himself.)
We have already mentioned that we know of many popular texts collected from
the nineteenth century onwards. These and the official Hungarian Matthias tradition
however must form the topic of another paper.
After completing my paper a rich exhibition was organized at the Ethnograhic
Museum in Budapest: “Legendary beings, enchanting flowers. The Renaissance We All
Know and Love” (Fejős, 2008). Its aim was to “rethink the relationship between the
Renaissance and Hungarian folk artefacts of the 18 th and 19th centuries”. The several
showcases and rooms were filled with printed books and woodcuts, stove tiles,
guild-woven cloth, illuminated documents and manuscripts, figural images on
painted wooden church ceilings, decorative vessels, furniture craft, embroidery on
linen and hemp – as the chapters of the imposing catalogue tells. In all cases the
historical continuity and the social affiliation of the exposed items was very
complicated and the labels (e.g. “folk”) are not without hesitation. In description
and bibliography the international context was present, and many of the artifacts
stemmed from Hungary, but not necessarily being “Hungarian” ones. All this is
demonstrating again the difficulty of comparative and historical interpretation of
the Renaissance in Hungary and its possible “folklore continuation”.
Of course we greet the splendid exhibition with its 500 items carefully presented
and described. Only after such collection of data can we start with the thorough
analysis of the “renaissance impact” on Hungarian folk culture.
It is not necessary to stress again that in all domains of the exhibition the motifs
are of a wide international character, and they reach far beyond the borders of the
then kingdom of Hungary. Not only the renaissance is a “Europe—wide”
phenomenon, but also the artifacts and motifs resembling the renaissance in the folk
cultures in Europe are of the very same character.
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